Kinetic evidence for cooperative binding of two ortho-phenanthroline molecules to astacus protease during metal removal.
Kinetic evidence is presented that introduces a new possibility for a mechanism of metal removal from a protein by a chelator. Astacus protease is a 22,614 dalton zinc-metalloendopeptidase from the digestive tract of the freshwater crayfish. Recent studies have shown that it contains a single zinc atom and that removal of this metal yields inactive apo-enzyme, which can be reactivated upon readdition of zinc, cobalt, or copper. The enzyme is inactivated by metal chelators in a time and concentration dependent manner. The inactivation of Zn-Astacus protease by 1,10-phenanthroline (OP) can be monitored continuously in the presence of substrate. The concentration of substrate was found to have no effect on the inactivation rate, indicating that the chelator binding during inactivation is of the noncompetitive type. First-order rate constants for the inactivation process are seen to depend on the concentration of chelator in a sigmoidal manner. Based on mathematics analogous to that for cooperativity in enzyme-substrate kinetics, the deduction is made that there are two OP binding sites on the protein and that the rate of inactivation is related to the saturation of both sites with ligand. If one uses this model, the limiting rate constant of inactivation upon saturation of both sites with ligand is 6.76 x 10(-3) sec-1, and the half maximal rate occurs at an OP concentration of 6.52 mM. A mechanism is proposed wherein both protein bound chelators can cooperate during metal removal either by direct chelation of the metal or by allosteric means. The proposed model and the noncompetitive binding of chelator and substrate are discussed in relation to a recently proposed metal binding site.